The Baltimore Collegetown LeaderShape program cultivates the talents and energies of service-minded students from 12 college campuses to make Baltimore a stronger region. This first-of-its-kind program brings students together for a week of transformative leadership development followed by support throughout an academic year.

In GROUPS students take part in service activities throughout the region and quickly learn that they share a passion for affecting positive change in Baltimore. Students develop visions and bring them to life by partnering with local community organizations and executing INDIVIDUAL projects.
The Baltimore Collegetown LeaderShape® program cultivates the talents and energies of service-minded students from 12 college campuses to make Baltimore a stronger region. This first-of-its-kind program brings students together for a week of transformative leadership development followed by support throughout an academic year.

In GROUPS students take part in service activities throughout the region and quickly learn that they share a passion for affecting positive change in Baltimore. Students develop visions and bring them to life by partnering with local community organizations and executing INDIVIDUAL projects.

EVERYONE in Class Four has a vision! Learn more at www.BaltimoreCollegetown.org/LeaderShape
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My experiences with "..."

The students in this program pushed me to dig deeper, giving me the passion I knew I had for making a difference." – Kristin Baione

Stevenson University (pictured at left)

My vision is to bring communities together in shared spaces – converting vacant lots into urban farms, community gardens, or parks that reflect Baltimore’s diverse, quirky identity and energy.” – Robert Penn, Maryland Institute College of Art (pictured at right, far left)

The relationships I established during Collegetown LeaderShape will help me foster and sustain relationships in many aspects of life – with family, friends, coworkers, and eventually my students.”

PROMOTING HEALTHY SUSTAINABLE LIVING

Emma Sarfaty

Goucher College

Emma Sarfaty and her GROUP volunteered at Talmar gardens. They made wreaths to sell, supporting Talmur’s therapeutic and educational programs. On her own, Emma volunteers with Barclay Gardening Club, where she helps run an after-school program that exposes students to gardening, cooking, environmental, and sustainability. After seeing her students’ pride and ownership in their work, Emma developed her INDIVIDUAL vision: to provide equal access to and knowledge of healthy, sustainable living and eating to positively impact the health of families, neighborhoods, and Baltimore as a whole.

“The relationships I established during Collegetown LeaderShape will help me foster and sustain relationships in many aspects of life – with family, friends, coworkers, and eventually my students.”

“The students in this program pushed me to dig deeper, giving me the passion I knew I had for making a difference.” – Kristin Baione

Stevenson University (pictured at left)

“My experiences with Collegetown LeaderShape and as an intern at Sheppard Pratt fuel my passion to advocate for mental illness awareness though community outreach.” – Alexandra Shiflett

Nina Davis of Maryland University (pictured inside at top right, left from left)
“My experiences with the Collegetown LeaderShape program taught me that there are others who share my visions for Baltimore, and it takes small steps to make big transformations.”

– Unique’ Jennings, Coppin State University

“Collegetown LeaderShape taught me what kind of leader I am and how I can best work with others around me.”

– Rebekah Gorodetz, McDaniel College

“I gained a support system, a community that shares my values, mentors, dance partners, and most importantly, a Collegetown LeaderShape family.”

– Catherine Rinaldi, Johns Hopkins University

“It is inspiring to watch the students engage and collaborate with one another while working to create a better Baltimore.”

– Reina Pomarec, Staff Mentor

University of Maryland, Baltimore
“My experiences with the Collegetown LeaderShape program taught me that there are others who share my visions for Baltimore, and it takes small steps to make big transformations.”

– Unique’ Jennings, Coppin State University

“Collegetown LeaderShape taught me what kind of leader I am and how I can best work with others around me.”

– Rebekah Gorovitz, McDaniel College

“I gained a support system, a community that shares my values, mentors, dance partners, and most importantly, a Collegetown LeaderShape family.”

– Catherine Brandt, Johns Hopkins University

“It is inspiring to watch the students engage and collaborate with one another while working to create a better Baltimore.”

– Reina Pomar, Staff Mentor, University of Maryland, Baltimore
The Baltimore Collegetown LeaderShape program cultivates the talents and energies of service-minded students from 12 college campuses to make Baltimore a stronger region. This first-of-its-kind program brings students together for a week of transformative leadership development followed by support throughout an academic year.

In GROUPS students take part in service activities throughout the region and quickly learn that they share a passion for affecting positive change in Baltimore. Students develop visions and bring them to life by partnering with local community organizations and executing INDIVIDUAL projects.

The Baltimore Collegetown Network is a consortium of 14 colleges, which includes 120,000 students. It is a $172 billion economic and educational asset and covers the profile of Baltimore City’s college town. Key initiatives include joint marketing campaigns, The Collegetown Shuttle, Baltimore’s Community Gashes, community outreach, and more.

Every student in Class Four has a vision. Learn more at www.BaltimoreCollegetown.org/LeaderShape
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